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Dreamschooner Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 198 x 129 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Walking With Moons is
engaging and, at times, poignant fiction about relationships
between men and women as seen through the eyes of fifty-five
women. Similar to favorite songs, each story has a unique
melody that lingers. Often without any background
information, author Kate Deford places you in the middle of a
relationship letting you listen to defining conversations or
thoughts in the lives of her characters. With masterful use of
double entendres, Deford writes stand-alone stories making
Walking With Moons a memorable journey that readers will
want to share with partners and friends. The following
descriptions are about seven different comedic works from the
fifty-five brief stories included in Walking With Moons: *How will
their marriage survive after she reveals her Tuesdays with the
bread man? *During their first dinner together, she lies to the
waiter. Can her date trust anything that follows? *An elderly
couple can t understand each other, but have a perfectly nice
conversation anyway. *After her husband s death, a woman
uses her compact mirror to reflect on life. *Shopping for his...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Da na  Hintz-- Da na  Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You
wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask
me).
-- Elisa  Reing er-- Elisa  Reing er
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